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JOE STRINGER (1st AD)
I am a highly diligent, organised and personable Assistant Director looking to
continually widen my skill-set and experience.

Credits

Code of Silence (Feature) - 1st Assistant Director (2021)
Dir: Ben Mole Prod: Lucinda Rhodes-Thakrar Company: Picture Perfect Films
A three week 1960s crime feature shot on location in South Wales, the project involved working
with high-level named actors and complex VFX shots in addition to the natural demands of period
location, costume and vehicles.

Bondi-Sands Commercial – 1st Assistant Director (2020)
Dir: Anda Teglas Prod: Josh Horwood Company: Frames Up
A studio shoot for a large international brand’s line of unreleased products involved a day with a
BOLT High-Speed Cine Arm, demanding hair and makeup constraints and balancing models between
film and photo unit. This job also involved running the set with the considerations of working through
the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Lost (Feature) - 1st Assistant Director (2020)
Dir: Peter Stylianou Prod: Sooz Hynes Company: Red Guerilla Films
With only 9 days of principal photography, developing an efficient and organised schedule was
paramount. I managed the cast (including child actors) and crew onset in order to maximize
productivity and ensure we stuck to the demanding schedule in place.

Falkland Square (Feature) - 1st Assistant Director (2019)
Dir: Myles Petford Prod: Jenna Popperwell Company: Lexicon Films + Great British Entertainment
The role required me to run the set in an efficient manner that kept up to speed with the film’s 22
day schedule whilst ensuring that every set piece was undertaken with total safety and
professionalism.

‘The Cow of Fire’ (Short Film) - 1st Assistant Director (2019)
Dir: Vasco De Oliveira Prod: Roćio Rivera Rosado
A demanding shoot that required excellent people management skills. I dealt with large locations,
musical / dance numbers, moving trains and firework stunts. In addition, I gained experience
mediating between a number of strong personalities onset in order for us to make our days.

‘The Burning’ by Victus (Music Video) - 1st Assistant Director (2019)
Dir: Klayton Dean Prod: James Reilly
This job entailed planning and executing a long night shoot. Working with band members and crew
to ensure we made quick progress whilst also maintaining total safety as were working with
pyrotechnics onset.

Education

Undergraduate (University of Portsmouth 2017-)
BA Film Production
Two years complete at 1st Class Hons Level

A-Level (Amersham School 2014 - 2016)
English Literature – B, Drama – B, Creative Writing – B

GCSE (Amersham School - 2013-2014)
12 GCSEs A* - C

References available upon request.


